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Introduction
Centres and candidates should be commended on the standard of answers given in this second
session of the new unit three examination. Candidates navigated the paper well and found
questions accessible and the marks available equally accessible. There was a greater level
of maturity than the January exam, which is expected after only one term of study, and a
noticeable improvement in candidates ability to apply their knowledge.
The majority of candidates found no difficulty in finishing the paper in good time, those who did
less well in managing their time often spent too long on short answer questions than necessary,
often extending into the white space below the question or providing additional paper. Relevance
rather than length is the key to achieving high marks within the answer space available, high
marks may be gained through saturation but this inevitably has a negative effect on the essay at
the end of each topic. Highlighting the key injunctions and emphasis of the question served as a
useful strategy for many candidates who organised their answers well and maintained relevance
throughout.
Centres should be reminded that the answer space available is recommended for the type
of question and mark allocation. Although there was little evidence of candidates failing to
complete the paper in time, candidates did rush the essay questions and this often led to almost
illegible handwriting for candidates for whom extended writing is an issue.
As seen in January, the most popular topic was criminological psychology, with centres choosing
child as the second application. There were still a significant number of centres teaching health
psychology, with few selecting sport as a second topic. Regardless of topic choice, candidates
should be assured that they have the breadth and depth of knowledge and skill to extend to
the synoptic unit. Indeed the progression from AS to this application unit was very encouraging
as candidates clearly dealt with both the straightforward and application based questions
confidently.
Individual comments will be made on each topic and question as the examiners report progresses,
exemplification material will be discussed and examiners advice offered. However, a few key
comments are summarised here that were common across all topics and may be of some benefit
to centres.
•

Categorical statements: candidates are often making categorical ‘sweeping’ statements
in their answers where there is clear ambiguity, or not offering categorical comments
where they clearly could. This was an issue with research method questions in January
that is echoed in this session for question B2b and to a lesser extent on C2b. Candidates
often cited that case studies are unethical, but only the stronger candidates suggested
that they ‘could’ have ethical implications such as confidentiality issues or cited the
case of Genie as an example where there were ethical issues. Similarly for question B1ai
candidates claimed that all autistic children are savant, only the stronger candidates
clearly defined what was typical of autism as opposed to what characteristics they ‘could’
display. Question A1a is a clear example of a question that requires candidates to be clear
about their knowledge of Loftus and Palmers study findings, but many skirted around how
leading questions affect recall without any clear direction of the effect.

•

Although there was marked improvement on application questions, some candidates are
still using generic knowledge rather than specific detail. Question A1b and A1c required
candidates to assess the reliability and validity of a specific study. Some candidates
offered generic evaluation of a laboratory experiment, such as ‘lab based so artificial
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environment’, and as a consequence had to work harder to achieve full marks than those
candidates that referred specifically to the study detail, for example, ‘the study was
artificial because participants watched a video and were given a questionnaire which
does not have the same emotion, consequence or spontaneity of witnessing a real car
accident’. Candidates did better in questions B2a, B2b, C2a, C2b, C2c, D2a, and D2b,
where answers were clearly contextualised within the topic.
•

Candidates continue to struggle with comparison questions. Question B1aii specifically
demanded the comparison of two explanations of a developmental disorder studied.
This clearly fazed a few who did not attempt the question, whilst the majority simply
described one explanation and then the other for little credit. Only a minority were
prepared for comparison, using terms such as ‘whereas’, ‘similar to’, ‘different from’, to
aid comparison. Comparing is a high level skill that will become increasingly commonplace
in this paper; candidates should be more prepared in the future.

•

The essay questions were, as in January, fairly straightforward. Centres should be
mindful that essay questions may not be as straightforward in future series. Candidates
who were organised performed well. Encouragingly candidates were citing research in
their evaluation, however there was often an imbalance in the level of detail offered,
some candidates only mentioning the name of the researcher, whilst others described
the entire study. Clearly neither strategy is useful as references gain no credit without
explanation and longwinded descriptions waste time and distract candidates from the
actual essay question. When citing research only the study findings and/or conclusion
need be described with a clear and succinct explanation of how it is, or is not, supporting
evidence.

•

Practical investigations were a focus in this paper, with both the criminological and
health topics asking practical based questions. Centres should be mindful that practical
investigations may be a stronger focus in future series and candidates should always be
prepared to answer questions on both topic practicals. There seemed to be a mixed bag
of teacher led and candidate led investigations. Successful candidates had clear guidance
on strategy and topic but independently sourced and studied the material.

Question 1 (a)
This question focused solely on a compulsory and well cited research study. Candidates generally
performed very well on this section and were able to focus on the research findings/conclusions
rather than describing the method. Some candidates referred to both parts of the study although
a few confused this with the study of Loftus and Zanni by referring to ‘a’ and ‘the’ broken
headlight/glass rather than accurately describing the participants in the smashed condition
being more likely to report seeing broken glass in the second part of the study. There was some
excellent citing of actual mean speeds recorded and percentage of participants reporting glass
for the higher marks, although many misreported the order of the verbs, the figures obtained and
some used other verbs (crashed being common).
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Examiner Comments
Given a marginal leeway with regards to actual mean speed estimates,
this candidate accurately describes the findings of three verbs used in
the study and offers a conclusion which could have achieved a fourth
mark if more than three marks were available.

Examiner Tip
Remembering specific figures can boost the
description of results as long as they are accurate.
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Examiner Comments
Unlike the first example, this candidates answer is far too vague and
inaccurate for any credit.
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Question 1 (b)
Although limited marks could be achieved for a generic evaluation of the research method it was
only the candidates that referred to specific detail or evaluated the validity of the study directly
that gained higher marks. There were an encouraging number of candidates who understood
why the second part of the study was conducted with regards to the validity of reconstructive
memory over demand characteristics. Some candidates confused validity with reliability

Examiner Comments
This candidate has made a very good point concerning internal validity,
which gained maximum credit as it is stated, well explained and
specific example given. The second comment concerning consequences
of testimony would have also gained maximum marks as it was specific
to the study.

Examiner Tip
‘It measures what it claims to measure’ and other
validity comments are not creditworthy without
explanation. SEE – State, Explain, Example.
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Question 1 (c)
It was more typical to see generic AS level comments regarding laboratory experiments here, so
candidates referring to the actual study in detail were given higher credit. There were a good
number of candidates that were able to explain reliability in terms of replicability rather than
simply jumping straight to reliability. Candidates need to be aware that control does not simply
result in reliability, but that control aids replicability so that reliability can be verified.

Examiner Comments
This is a typical answer to the question of reliability. The candidate
has given a generic evaluation of a laboratory study, and although
reliability is qualified by explaining control and replication, there is no
specific study detail, such as the 7 video clips, standardised questions,
critical question manipulation, for the second mark.

Examiner Tip
It is not enough, even for a basic mark at A2, to
say that there was reliability/replicability because
it was conducted in a lab, candidates need to be
explicit about the features of a lab that make it
reliable/replicable, eg controls, standardisation,
cause and effect.
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Question 1 (d)
Most candidates were able to advise the police to avoid the use of leading questions but many did
not develop any more comments. Those candidates that realised they did not have to focus just
on Loftus and Palmer offered advice about crime or state reconstruction, weapon focus issues,
time lapse and emotion. Some candidates tried to tackle Yuille and Cutshall in their answer but
many were unsuccessful.
Unsuccessful candidates described the research without giving any real advice, which was what
the question asked them to do. More able candidates offered the advice and backed this up with
supporting research.

Question 2
A2a
Candidates seemed under prepared for this question, often leading to ambitious aims or unwieldy
answers. Many candidates ambitiously claimed to be testing the effectiveness of offender
profiling or investigating the effectiveness of EWT personally without referring to the fact that
they were looking at secondary sources or others opinions on this subject. As many were not
actually testing EWT or offender profiling as such they only gained half the available marks.
A2b
Candidates often restated the question stem, commenting on seeking two sources and
summarising them, higher marks were achieved by describing how the sources were gathered,
what the sources were and why they were selected, the strategy used to review/tally the sources
– including specific coding/theme detail, controls used to ensure objectivity/reliability and how
the sources were compared. Few candidates were able to achieve the level of detail required for
all three marks, most achieved two marks.
A2c
Candidates who independently researched their sources were able to give the detail of findings
required for all the available marks. Candidates who used extracts or figures from their
content analysis were able to offer this detail but many devoted too much time to describing
psychological theory and research in detail without making clear and explicit links to their own
findings.
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Examiner Comments
The aim of this study is clear in terms of conducting a content
analysis, the topic of study and the purpose. Candidates could
describe the gathering and/or analysis of data, this candidate focused
on information gathering which was typical of the vast majority of
candidates. The source is mentioned in section a, so the candidate goes
on to detail the coding used and establishing inter-rater reliability.
The coding units are operationalised in the last sentence. This level
of detail was uncommon and many candidates failed to detail their
themes/coding units and/or the sources used.
The answer clearly summarises the main finding and then details clearly
the link between ‘born’ and ‘made’ to what was found in the film. This
answer gained maximum marks.
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Question 3
Self fulfilling prophecy was the most common alternative theory, and candidates seemed more
able to evaluate the theory than describe it, often neglecting to include detail about how others
treat the labelled person or internalisation, which resulted in a rather simplistic description of
SFP as a ‘name calling’ theory. Evaluation was much stronger and most candidates were able
to use Rosenthal and Jacobsen, Madon, Jahoda and Flouri and Hawkes. Higher level candidates
were able to appreciate the ethical issues with SFP research, acknowledging that studies such
as Rosenthal and Jacobsen are in the realms of education not crime, and explaining individual
differences in the impact of labelling. Eysenck’s personality theory was popular; conversely
the description was far better than evaluation for this theory. Able candidates were able to
confidently describe the role of the ANS and RAS for neurotic and extrovert personalities.
Psychoticism was often missed out in the description, and only high level candidates
acknowledged the role of the environment/conditionability for this theory. There was some
supporting research, e.g. Bartol, and many focused on alternative theories and methodological
issues with the personality inventory.

Question 1 (a)
B1ai) Credit was given for characteristics of one disorder; as such features, prevalence and
diagnostic category were perfectly acceptable. Credit was not, however, given to categorical
claims, particularly for autism. Generally candidates wrote more than necessary for the three
marks and often scored highly.
B1aii) Autism was the most common developmental disorder described in part ai, so the theory
of mind and extreme male brain were typical explanations followed by the ‘refrigerator
mother’ and other social explanations. Typically candidates described each explanation, which
if followed concurrently achieved minimal marks. However, very few were prepared to extend
their knowledge base and draw comparative conclusions. Those who did compared cognitive and
biological views, the explanation of male prevalence and cause/effect. Candidates should be
more prepared for comparison questions in future series.
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Examiner Comments
This answer accurately describes autism as a spectrum disorder, a
feature that many candidates neglected, and as such the answer is less
categorical about the characteristics of the disorder – using the term
‘usually’ implies the candidate realises savant is not a typical expected
feature of autism. The other features described are more definite
because they are expected features/main characteristics of autism.
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Question 1 (b)
Many candidates were able to identify the positive effects of daycare; emotional, intellectual
and social being common, however the requirement of the question was to ‘explain’ the
positive effects. The explanation was often achieved through a description of how the effect
was achieved, the impact of the effect or supporting research. Typically candidates used a
stimulating environment for intellectual development, peer interaction for social development
and other caregivers for emotional development.

Examiner Comments
This example is a basic outline of three positive effects and gains all
available marks. This is the minimum accepted as identification and
explanation/elaboration for each mark.

Examiner Tip
Explain questions require more than identification/
statement. Candidates should be prepared for
elaboration/expansion/example/evidence.
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Question 2 (a)
A significant number of candidates described Genie rather than focus on a case study as a
research method. It was common for those who did describe a case study, to then slip into
evaluation. Successful candidates described the in depth case of one/small group of individuals,
triangulation, an example and longitudinal nature. Encouragingly most focused on the case study.
in the context of child psychology

Examiner Comments
This answer manages to refer to child psychology in one way so has
access to the higher marks. This is slightly disappointing as child
psychology could have been more explicit throughout the development
of this question.

Examiner Tip
When asked directly about a research method in
context of the application, ensure that the answer
refers explicitly and continually to the application,
in this case child psychology, in the answer. Making
reference to an example, such as Genie, would
contextualise an answer.
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Question 2 (b)
This question seemed more focused on the method than B2a, and was generally more successful.
Candidates needed to evaluate in the context of child psychology and most did. Typically
candidates evaluated generalisability, reliability and ethical issues. Many did well to identify
confidentiality as the main ethical issue associated with case studies, such as Genie, and a
minority mentioned pseudonyms and triangulation validity. Most evaluation points were well
explained.

Question 3
Bowlby’s study was most popular, followed by Belsky and a minority choosing Rutter. Bowlby’s
study was generally described and evaluated well, although there was a general lack of detail
regarding the procedure. There was good detail of the control group and the results. Candidates
who used the APRC structure gained good coverage for description. Evaluation varied using
methodological critique of the sample, interview and researcher bias and supporting/opposing
research such as Harlow, Rutter and institutionalisation/adoption studies. Candidates were
effective in using research findings only to evaluate the study.
Unfortunately a minority of candidates described and evaluated Bowlby’s theory of attachment;
credit could be only given for mention of the 44 juvenile thieves study and any evaluation
relevant to the study.
Belsky’s study also suffered from a lack of description beyond that of the strange situation being
used as a form of assessment. Evaluation seemed stronger as a range of daycare research was
cited and candidates often questioned the validity of using the strange situation with daycare
attendees and individual differences.
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Examiner Comments
This example achieves level 4 as there is very good breadth (APRC) with
very good detail/depth in its description across all elements. Evaluation
is very good, concisely stating strengths and weaknesses with sound
explanations given for each point made.

Examiner Tip
Describing a study requires good breadth and
depth. Breadth can be achieved by describing
Aim, Procedure, Results and Conclusion (APRC).
Depth requires more thorough knowledge of the
study detail, such as how many participants were
used, how the procedure was conducted, controls
used, apparatus, detailed results and an overall
conclusion.
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Question 1 (a)
For a demanding biological question, this was answered very well by most candidates. The most
common drug described was, unsurprisingly, heroine and candidates were able to describe the
mode of action at the synaptic level and effect of behaviour.

Examiner Comments
Although the first sentence is rather vague in terms of how dopamine
is effected, the subsequent comments are accurate and clear for all
available marks.
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Question 1 (b)
Candidates were able to competently describe their findings and make a clear link to concepts,
theory and/or research. More able candidates were able to link their findings systematically
(each finding being linked in a stage like fashion) and with the depth of detail required for the
higher marks. Commonly practical investigations studied drug use or treatments and linked to
social learning theory/modelling.

Examiner Comments
Although the candidate here has detailed the findings of the investigation well it does not
link the findings to concepts, research and/or theory to access the higher marking levels.

Examiner Tip
For practical investigations candidates could be asked to simply describe their findings or,
as in this case, explain them in terms of theory, research and/or concepts. Candidates will
limit their access to higher marking levels if they do not make links explicit and clear.
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Question 2 (a)
Candidates offered a range of ways that animals could be used in research, often citing
laboratory experiments and developing this with detail on the procedure for using animals for the
second mark. Candidates interpreted the mark allocation and answer space here and very few
wrote too much, in future they may be expected to write more.

Question 2 (b)
Candidates seemed well prepared to justify, or not, the use of animals in drug research
specifically. It was encouraging to see that some candidates argued their case in the context of
animal drug research rather than a generic animal research evaluation although most did not.
Commonly candidates commented on generalisability, gestation/life span, caging/size/number.
Very few candidates exclusively discussed animal ethics but often candidates who started
discussing practical issues slipped into ethical issues. No credit was given for ethical issues. More
able candidates systematically assessed practical issues linking to drug research continually
throughout their answer e.g. life span shorter so long term physiological effects of drugs can be
studied.

Examiner Comments
There was no limiting factor for this question for candidates who did
not relate their answer to drug research as practical issues may be
more demanding than ethical issues for candidates. This example does
achieve full marks, though it may be expected that the answer be
linked more explicitly to drug research in the future.
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Question 2 (c)
Like the previous question, candidates were generic in their description of this research method.
Answers, therefore, were more AS in style and failed to achieve the higher marks. Candidates
offered a range of research methods, notably laboratory research, PET scans and surveys.
Candidates should be cautious when describing laboratory research as, although drugs can be
given to participants, they are often long term drug users. Often candidates’ descriptions felt as
though they thought it was fine to give anybody heroin for the purpose of psychological research.
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Question 2 (d)
Generally a well answered question, with candidates using their key study to evaluate. Blättler
was the most popular choice of study and candidates often commented on generalisability,
reliability, urine test checks and ethics. Although, many candidates confused ethics and regarded
the study as highly unethical, this is not true. More able candidates focused on the positive
ethics of the study. Ennett, Scott and Wareing were covered by a minority of candidates and it
is encouraging to see that teachers are using studies to broaden candidates’ understanding of
health psychology.
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Examiner Comments
The first part of this answer is a conclusion, which gains no credit,
and the comment concerning reliability is simply stated, the answer
accurately explains generalisability for this study, the problems
with clique identification and the issue of measuring reciprocation.
Making comments specific to the study resulted in concise and clear
marks that were quickly rewarded.

Examiner Tip
To move beyond AS level evaluation each point should be
explained e.g. why does the study lack reliability? Why can’t
we generalise the findings? Limiting responses to a set of
statements that read more as a list will gain no credit at A2.
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Question 3
Candidates clearly understood the demands of the question and the majority described and
evaluated two drug treatments; drug replacement therapy, TEP’s and aversion therapy being
common. If candidates failed to describe or evaluate one of the treatments they rarely achieved
more than level 2. Candidates who achieved level 4 accurately detailed the principles and
procedure of their chosen treatments and offered accurate and well explained strengths/
weaknesses/research evidence.

Question 1 (a)
The majority of candidates were able to define intrinsic motivation as coming from within and
extrinsic as external motivation. This was often supported by an example for the third mark.
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Question 1 (b)
A disappointing number of answers simply referred to extrinsic and intrinsic motivation or
goal setting without linking it to Nach in any way. More successful candidates systematically
described how Ian’s coach would use all needs e.g. N-aff – offer team member support, N-ach –
set up a suitable goal to succeed in, N-pow – offer him power over own choreography. More able
candidates were able to discuss how Ian’s coach would assess his needs to find if they were high
or low and set motivational strategy accordingly.

Examiner Comments
This is a really good example of a candidate ‘using’ the theory to
suggest ways that Ian’s coach could improve motivation. Working
through each need and suggesting a strategy that the coach could use.
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Question 1 (c)
The most common evaluation was application, in terms of how it can be used by a sporting
coach, which is unsurprising considering the previous question. However, very few progressed
beyond basic evaluation with only a handful offering research evidence. Many candidates poorly
attempted to link N-ach with arousal and other stated alternative theories without creditable
development.

Question 2 (a)
Most candidates achieved both available marks by referring to open-ended questions and opinions
and beliefs. Some candidates mistook qualitative for quantitative in their answer and wrongly
referred to closed-ended and Likert style questions.

Question 2 (b)
The majority of answers achieved one mark for commenting in depth and rich detail and a
further mark for allowing free response/unrestricted answering but only more able candidates
were able to develop their answer for higher marks. Those who did extend their answer often
discussed the usefulness of qualitative information for sporting professionals to understand
beliefs and develop new motivational/competence related techniques to improve performance.

Examiner Comments
This example is a little repetitive with regards to gathering in depth detail,
which overall gained a mark. A further mark was achieved for explaining
how options can be limiting. The answer would have received a further
mark if the comment about ‘further research’ had been developed.
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Question 2 (c)
The majority of answers referred to the correct study, although some were confused about
whether the climbers of athletes were questioned individually or as a group (despite being quite
obvious in context). There was sound understanding of the use of the SIQ and CIQ and some
understood the construction and purpose of each questionnaire.

Examiner Comments
This answer shows a very sound understanding of how the questionnaire
was used by Boyd and Monroe. There is clear knowledge about each
questionnaire and on whom it was used, including the structure of the
questionnaire.

Examiner Tip
Depth of understanding and detail gains higher marks at A2.
It is important to use ongoing revision as cramming towards
the end of the course often results in condensed knowledge
that lacks this level of detail.
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Question 3
This was a straightforward essay question; centres should be reminded that essays may not be
as straightforward in the future. Cottrell and Koivula were popular studies, and candidates were
competent in their description of procedure in particular. Higher achieving candidates described
both parts of Cottrell’s procedure and often detailed the difference between word pair associates
for the competitional and non-competitional lists and the mere-presence and blindfolding. The
results tended to be weaker than procedure, often describing an overall conclusion without
any results detail. The description of Koivula was also strong, however a minority of candidates
missed out any reference to the BSRI or thought that it was used to sex type the sports rather
than the participants. This led to some confusion with their results, which failed to distinguish
between the participant’s sex type and sports rating. Some candidates describing Craft’s study
picked out self confidence as an indictor for sporting performance, but often became muddled
with cognitive and somatic anxiety or missed these out.
Evaluation in this essay tended to be brief, lacking detail and offering short under explained
points. Some candidates attempted generic evaluation that seemed not to relate to the study
described.
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Examiner Comments
This is a very good description of the study, with sound understanding
each element (APRC) and showing knowledge of both aspects of the
study; gender typing and sports perception. The evaluation made is
accurate, but some of the points made lack the depth of explanation
required for level 4. This answer is a high level 3 as the quality of
written communication is good.
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Grade boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

A*

A

B

C

D

E

N

Raw boundary mark

60

45

41

37

33

29

25

21

Uniform boundary mark

80

72

64

56

48

40

32

24

a* is only used in conversion from raw to uniform marks. It is not a published unit grade.
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